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PREFACE 

This investigation_ waa ~er.formed_ b)'- the- U .. -S .. - Army- Cold Reg-ions- Re-sea-rc-h-

and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) for Headquarters, U.S. Army Corps of Engi

neers (HQUSACE). The investigation was conducted under the Hydraulics problem 

area of the Repair, Evaluation, Maintenance, and Rehabilitation (REMR) 

Research Program as part of Work Unit 32320, "Floating Debris Control 

Systems." 

The REMR Overview Committee of HQUSACE, which approved this study, con

sists of Mr. James E. Crews, Mr. Bruce L. McCartney, and Dr. Tony C. Liu. 

REMR Coordinato1 for the Directorate of Research and Development, HQUSACE, is 

Mr. Jesse A. Pfeiffer, Jr., and the REMR Program Manager is Mr. William F. 

McCleese, Concrete Technology Division, Structures Laboratory, U.S. Army Engi

neer Waterways Experiment Station (WES). Mr. Glenn Pickering, Hydraulic 

Structures Division, Hydraulics Laboratory, WES, is Problem Area Leader for 

the Hydraulics problem area, and Mr. McCartney is the Technical Monitor. 

This report was prepared by Mr. Roscoe E. Perham, under the supervision 

of Mr. Gunther Frankenstein, Chief, Ice Engineering Research Branch, CRREL. 

Commander and Director of CRREL during publication of this report was 

COL Morton C. Roth, CE. Technical Director was Dr. Lewis E. Link, Jr. 

COL Dwayne G. Lee, CE, is Commander and Director of WES. Technical 
Director of WES is Dr. Robert W. Whalin. 
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CONVERSION FACTORS, NON-SI TO SI (METRIC) 
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

Non-SI units of measurement used :In this report can be converted to SI 

(metric) units as follows: 

Multiply 

cubic feet 

cubic feet per second 

feet 

feet per second 

inches 

By 
0.02831685 
0.02831685 
0.3048 
0.3048 

25.4 
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To Obtain 

cubic metres 

cubic metres per second 

metres 

metres per second 

millimetres 



FLOATING DEBRIS CONTROL; A LITERATURE REVIEW 

-PART -I-: -INTRODUCTION 

Background 

1. A study of floating debris control problems may seem unusual for 

research since floating debris has been with us in clearly identifiable form 
' and in bountiful supply for a long time. Floating debris would also appear 

adaptable to being handled and disposed of by ordinary methods and equipment. 

However, the presence of this material in the wrong place at the wrong time 

can have an extremely harmful effect on certain structures such as flood con

trol works and navigation facilities. It can also degrade the performance of 

water intakes for a variety of essential and valuable utilities such as hydro

electric plants, cooling systems for thermal electric plants and process 

industries, and municipal water supplies. Thus, the problem of floating de

bris, especially as it affects Corps of Engineers hydraulic structures, is an 

important concern in maintenance and repair activities and consequently is an 

appropriate subject for research under the Repair, Evaluation, Maintenance, 

and Rehabilitation (REMR) Research Program. 

2. The term •1debris" is often associated with rubble in the form of 

rock (Tatum 1963), hence the use here of the term "floating debris." The term 

"woody debris," which is used by the U.S. Forest Service, is also very de

scriptive. The floating debris found in most navigable waterways and in riv

~rs passing through cities and towns contains considerable trash and garbage; 

however, most of the debris is woorly. The debris of the Chena River in Alaska 

is over 99% wood (McFadden and Stallion 1976). As far as the technical accu

racy of the term floating debris, it should be noted that floating indicates 

not only floating on the water's surface but also suspended at some depth be

neath it.* 

·* A glo~sary of other unusual terms used herein is included at the end of 
this report. 
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Objective 

3. The objective of tne REMR floating debris control systems study is 

to provide more functional structures and arrangements for removing floating 

debris from rivers and streams. The work involved in meeting this objective 

will include literature searches, site visits to observe floating debris con

trol systems in use by the private and the governmental sectors, field studies 

of control structures and floating debris, and a limited laboratory study. 

4. This report assembles information found in published 'literature 

about equipment and methods used to control floating debris. The range and 

extent of floating debris problems and effects are touched upon, but a sub

stantial amount of information on these aspects was not found in the litera-
, 

ture. A good summary of the means and methods is found in the hydroelectric 

handbook by Creager and Justin (1950). Much information was also gleaned from 

various Corps of Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation technical publications 

and other literature relate.d to the civil engineering hydrology field. One 

particularly informative source, a monograph on booms, their function in the 

water transportation of pulpwood, and results of some laboratory tests of 

various boom designs, is reproduced as Appendix A. 

5. Another report will be forthcoming on other aspects of floating 

debris control systems such as natural effects and site preparations and the 

collection, holding, removal, and disposal of floating debris. Much of this 

information relates to the equipment and techniques described in this report, 

yet it will provide details on things found during field trips such as a new 

trash rake, a bulldozer blade for making high debris piles, and the technique 

of lowering water levels to make debris accessible. 
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PART II: FLOATING DEBRIS PROBLEMS 

6. Floating debris problems arise in almost every typ~ ~£ wa~~r bo<ly, 

but the nature of these problems and their severity vary substantially. For 

instance, at the 1564-MW (220,000-cfs* flow) Beauharnois Powerhouse on the 

St. Lawrence River, west of Montreal, from 10 to 25 truckloads of debris, 

mostly wood, are removed each year.** Dealing with this debris is a very 

minor problem to the powerhouse staff. At times, however, similar quantities 

are removed each week from the 49-MW (31,200-cfs water flow) Racine Hydroelec

tric Plant on the Ohio River. Debris is a problem at Racine, and often its 

removal (lifting out, hauling away, dumping, etc.) involves the efforts of 

over half the work force.t 

7. Occasionally a dam gate will become stuck partly open by debris 

intrusion (Figure 1), and rather severe downstream bed scour can occur 

before the debris can be removed and the gate closed (Munsey 1981). Similarly 

severe problems can occur on rivers where floating debris accumulates on 

bridge piers and causes deep scouring (Rowe 1974). These events occur during 

floods, and the situation is summarized by Klingeman (1973): 

* 

** 
t 

The rivers of the Pacific Northwest carry much debris dur
ing floods. The streamlined piers of bridges constructed 
in recent years tend to deflect most debris. But branches 
and tree trunks can become enmeshed against even the most 
streamlined piers. For older bridges, the problem of de
bris jams is worse due to less streamlined piers and to 
the character of the undersides of superstructures (which 
of ten snag debris more readily than for new bridge super
structures). Debris caught against piers increases their 
effective size, concentrates the local flow, causes deeper 
scour, and can place loads on the strycture for which it 
was not designed. Debris caught on the superstructure, 
abutments, and approach spans blocks part of the waterway 
and concentrates the streamflow in the remainder of the 
bridge opening - increasing velocities, water depths, and 

A table of factors for converting non-SI units of measurement to SI 
(metric) units is presented on page 3. 

J. G. Fournier, Beauharnois Powerhouse, personal communication, 1985. 

H. Htick, Racine Hydroelectric Plant, personal communication, 1985. 
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Figure 1. Aerfol view of floating debris, mostly 
whole trees, at an Alaskan flood control dam. 
Central gate is blocked partly open causing some 

downstream scour. Water flows right to left. 

scour. In some pi.er designs, because of economy, footings 
may be placed on piles above the level of maximum sc<)Ur. 
Such footings are generally :r.iprapped. However, in the 
event of riprap scour, it can happen that debris may lodge 
in the piling, tending to increase scour even more. 

8. Floating debris that collects at hydropower plants, municipal and 

industrial water intakes, and in flood control reservoirs poses generally less 

severe problems. Some cooling water intakes, though, are of critical impor

tance, and their blockage lnay dictate that ,emergency procedures be used to 

avoid damage. Figure 2 shows floating debris being held back from an outlet 

s.tructure at a flood control dam by a log boom. The reservoir is for the 
temporary storage of flood waters on 11 small river, and the debris causes no 

problems whatsoever. However, should the reservoir be used to store more 

water and to accommodate recreation. then the debris n1ight become a hazard, 

especially to boats, and need to be removed more frequently. 

9. At some dams, floating debris collects upstream and downstream of 

the structure, in a c:i.rculating flow. yet the dams are not equipped to remove 

it. The debris can bump and scrape against the gates degrading their 
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appearance and possibJ.y reducing their. service Hfe. Furthermore, as wood 
remains in the water much of it becomes waterlogged and submerged and tends to 

Figure 2. Debd s boom and debris at a Corps of 
Engineers fJood control reservoir near North 

Hartland, Vermont. 

10. Floating logs and trees can also i!nmage the upstream slopes of 
dams. They can be carried by waves and hammered like battering rams against 
a dam (Blake 1975). In the process, hand-placed riprap can be torn out and 
subsequent wave action can lead to rapi.d degradation of slopes. 
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PART III: CORPS OF ENGINEERS EXPERIENCE 

11. There are several Corps of Engineers publications that mention 
floating debris control factors and floating debris effects. (There is prob
ably sufficient information in the Corps literature to cover the design of 
trash racks, trash struts, trash beams, and trash fenders.) Floating debris 
is an important factor to consider in the design of ou~let works for dams and 
reservoirs and in the design of navigation locks; it can also cause problems 
at levees. The primary need for control is to prevent debris from obstructing 
water passage or damaging equipment such as turbines. In addition, the need 
depends on several factors such as the location of the dam relative to reser
voir areas producing floating debris and the size and location of sluices 
within a dam. (As a reference, sluices are outlet works through gravity dams, 
and conduits or tunnels are outlet works through embankment dams.) 

Hydroelectric Dams and Reservoirs 

12. The sluice intakes of reservoir outlet works are protected from 
debris by trash struts or trash racks depending upon the need for protection 
against clogging and debris damage to gates and turbines. Engineer Manual 
(EM) 1110-2-1602 (Office, Chief of Engineers (OCE) 1980a) provides the 
descriptions that follow. 

Trash struts 

13. A simple trash strut, beam, or fender usually of reinforced con
crete with clear horizontal and vertical openings not more than two-thirds the 
gate or other constricted section width and height, respectively, should be 
adequate for highly submerged, flood control reservoir outlet conduits. The 
purpose of such struts (Figure 3) is to catch trees and other large debris 
which may reach the entrance but would not pass through the gate passage, 
thereby possibly preventing closure of the gates. Trash struts should be 
located to effect local net area velocities not greater than 15 fps. A flow 
net or model test should be used to determine local velocities through this 
area. The struts should be circular cylinders or have rounded noses and 
square tails, depending upon the structural design requirements and economy. 
Teardrop designs are not required if the local velocity guidance is main
t~ined. Trash strut head losses are usually included in the overall intake 
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Trash Struts-

SECTIONAL PLAN AT ELEVATION 1223.00 SECTIONAL PLAN AT ELEVATION 1262.00 

:r.-.:~~~~~~:!??~~:~~~J?Yt:f.;:~wi=l~~~.:=~~w~:r t~:~~~~f {-~f:~~~~~:: ~~\:~ . . . . . 

ELEVATION SECTION THROUGH GATES 

Figure 3. Sectional views of trash struts at an 
intake to a reservoir outlet. 
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loss (Figure 4). If necessary to consider separately, it is recommended that 

the following equation be used with a loss coefficient K value of 0.02: 

where 

H1 = head loss, ft 

v2 
H = K -I 2g 

(I) 

K = dimensionless coefficient usually determined experimentally 

V = reference velocity, ft/sec 

g = acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2 

V in this equation is the flow velocity in the uniform conduit section just 

inside the intake. Trash struts should be provided with a working platform 

located above conservation pool elevation to facilitate removal of debris. 

Additional information on the design of trash struts is given in EM 1110-2-

2400 (OCE 1964). 

14. The above-mentioned debris preventing closure of a gate is a very 

serious problem which can lead to scour downstream of some dams. EM 1110-2-

2400 states in a later section that "Degradation, or lowering of the river 

bed, immediately downstream of a dam may threaten the integrity of the 

structure." 

Trash racks 

15. Trash racks are provided where debris protection for downstream 

devices such as valves or turbines is required (Figure 5). These racks are 

designed to retain debris of a size and type of material that could result in. 

damage to these devices. Because of danger of overstressing from clogging, 

trash racks should be located in lower velocity areas than trash.struts, and 

must be provided with raking or cleaning facilities. They should .be designed 

for safe operation with 50 percent clogging. Such devices can be fabricated 

from circular bars and pipe. Trash racks should not be located in velocities 

exceeding 3 to 4 fps. Where additional strength is required, elongated sections 

with rounded noses and tails can be used. Trash rack head losses depend on the 

flow velocity and area constriction. The design of vibration-free trash racks 

is necessary to prevent failure from material fatigue, a consideration that is 

especially important where reverse flow can occur. 

16. As described further in EM 1110-2-3001 (OCE 1960), trash racks at 

hydroelectric power plants are usually vertical in order to economize on 
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CONDUIT OR TUNNEL 

Figure 4. Pressure flow definition sketch. 

Figure 5. Removing debris and silt from the 
upstn!am side of the trash rack~i (dewatered) 
of the Black Eagle hydroelectric plant intake 
on the Missouri River at Great Falls, Montana. 

! . --'4 

. ___ J_ ... -1 
rorA< "'""' {.{)$$ 

• \, +;,,, 

length of intake structure. For very low-head intakes, however, where the 
lncrease :ln length of structure would be small and where considerable trash 
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accumulation may be expected, they are often sloped to facilitate raking. 

Water velocities at the racks should be kept as low as economically_ practica~ 

ble with a maximum, for low-pressure intakes, of about 4 fps. For high

pressure intakes, greater velocities are permissible but should not exceed 

about 10 fps. 

17. The racks are usually designed for an unbalanced head of 10 to 

20 ft of water and are fabricated by welding together a number of sections of 

a size convenient for handling. For low-head intakes, stresses due to com

plete stoppage and full head should be investigated and should not exceed 150% 

of normal stresses. If the racks are to be sheathed for the purpose of dewa

tering the intake, case II working stresses should not be exceeded for that 

loading condition. The clear distance between rack bars varies from 2 to 

6 in. or more, depending on the size and type of turbine and the minimum 

operating clearances. Bar thickness should be consistent with structural 

design requirements, with the vib~ational effects resulting from flowing water 

being considered. A thick bar should be used with the depth of the bar con

trolled by the allowable working stress. 

18. The design of the guides and centering devices for the rack sec

tions should receive careful attention. Clearances should be small enough to 

prevent offsets from interfering with removal of the racks or with operation 

of a rake if one is provided. Corrosion-resisting clad steel is satisfactory 

for the purpose. 

19. For high-pressure intakes in concrete dams, the trash rack support

ing structure is sometimes built out from the face of the dam in the form of a 

semicircle in order to gain rack area to maintain low velocities. 

20. Other factors to consider are that the design should prevent unde

sirable vortices; i.e., vortices of such intensity that they draw air and sur

face debris into the structure. It is usually advantageous to have gates and 

trash structures at the upstream end of outlet works. Also, upstream bulkhead 

slots or other provisions for maintenance and repairs are required; these 

slots may also be used for trash racks. Finally, in the design of spillway 

tainter gates, the trunion should be located above the maximum flood nappe to 

avoid contact with floating ice and debris. 
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Navigation Facilities 

21. Floating debris and fragmented ice are ?ften lumped together in 

--descriptions in sp-ite o-f their important differences such as density, melting 

points, and freeze bonding. In this section, the latter (ice) will not be 

considered. EM 1110-2-1611 (OCE 1980b) states that ports in the upper guard 

wall should increase the tendency for floating debris to he trapped in the 

lock approach. A long guide wall and short guard wall will reduce the amount 

of debris trapped in the lock approach but, at the same time, will generally 

preclude the use of an adequate number of ports to eliminate or substantially 

reduce cross currents near the end wall. EM 1110-2-1611 further states that 

the probability of the accumulation and movement of floating debris should be 

considered in the design of spillways, locks and dams, channel alignment and 

dimensions, and necessary training and stabilization structures. Some provi

sions that might be considered are: 

a. Air bubbler screen·or boom designed to divert debris away from 
the lock approach. 

b. High-flow air screens in gate recesses. 

c. Lock emergency gates designed and maintained for passing 
debris. 

22. Lock emergency gates are considered further in EM 1110-2-1604 

(OCE 1956) which states t~at submergible vertical lift gates provided with 

overflow crests are used for passing debris (Figure 6). The submergible gates 

are practical, however, only where the sill is sufficiently high to permit the 

gate to be dropped completely below its top surface. Submergence into a floor 

recess is not considered advisable because of the possibility that silt and 

debris lodged in the recess would interfere with its operation. Under some 

circumstances, drift (floating debris) condi.tions may be too severe to permit 

flow through sector gate recesses. The flow through the sector gate leaves 

may have to be combined with a loop culvert filling system. In the design of 

end filling or emptying systems, submersible lock gates should be designed 

with a view towards obtaining the best operation for passing debris and flood 

discharge. 

23. Relative to the sidewall culvert filling and emptying systems at 

locks, the use of several small intake openings is better structurally when 

the openings are located in a lock wall. Trash racks can also be kept to a 

14 



used as a spillway at 
Dam, Oh:io River. 

size the use of several small openings. Wrurn the intakes are 

Jocated near to the upper pool level where floating ice and debris can 

gross intake velocity is usually limited to 8 to 10 fps t0 

avoid damage to the racks by impact. 

Levees and 

24. '.rwo more areas of guidance come from EM 1110-2-1913 (OC:t~ 1978). 

the first is a precaution. abi;mt pipelines crossing levees: 11all on the 

water stde of the levee should have a minimum of l ft of soil cover for p:ro

tt~ction from debris during high water"; i.e., debris carried by fast-moviug 

currents. The second area is the disposal of debris. Debris from clearing, 

grubb:lng, and strippi.ng operations can be disposed of by burning in areas 

where this is pennHted. When burning is prohibited by local regulations, 

disposal is usually accomplished by burial in suitable locations near the 

project such as old sloughs, ditches, and depressions outside the limits of 
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the embankment foundation but within project rights-of-way. Debris may also 

be stockpiled for later burial in excavated borrow areas. Debris should never 

be placed in areas where it may be carried aw~y by streamflow or where it 

blocks drainage of an area. After disposal, the debris should be covered with 

at least 3 ft of earth and a vegetative cover established. 
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PART IV: BUREAU OF RECLAMATION GUIDANCE 

25. In its publication Design of Small Dams, the Bureau of Reclamation 

(1977) provides guidance foi the design of inlet structures and trash racks; 

flow equations and coefficients are included. Some guidance not covered 

sufficiently by the Corps literature is excerpted and given here: 

Also, 

The required area of the trash rack is fixed by a limit
ing velocity through the rack, which in turn depends on 
the nature of the trash which must be excluded. Where 
the trash racks are inaccessible for cleaning, the veloc
ity through the racks should not exceed 2 feet per sec
ond. A velocity of up to approximately 5 feet per second 
may be tolerated for racks which are accessible for 
cleaning. 

Screens are required in some localities to prevent fish 
from entering the irrigation canal. [This applies also 
some to other waterways). Their use will depend on the 
species of fish and their importance from the standpoints 
of recreation, industry, and conservation, and also·on 
the legislation or ordinances governing fish control. 
Fish screens may be classified in three groups as sta
tionary, mechanical, or electrical, and may involve the 
use of either bars of screens. Migratory fish require a 
fish ladder or other means for allowing them to pass the 
dam. 

· 26. This Bureau publication further includes sample provisions or 

specifications for clearing a reservoir area below some particular elevation 

of all floatable and combustible materials (i.e., standing and down timber, 

brush, etc.) and for disposal of these materials. Methods of disposal dis

cussed are burying, burning, chipping, and trimming and cutting to length. It 

is generally assumed that the materials from clearing operations __ become the 

property of the contractor. 

27. Provisions for cleaning trash racks and screens are touched upon. 

Because small openings must be used to exclude fish, the screens can easily 

become clogged with debris. Provisions must therefore be made for periodi

cally removing the screens and cleaning them by brooming or water jetting. 

28. The trash rack of the 575-ft-long All-American Canal headworks is 

cleaned with a mechanical rake which consists of a motor-driven traveling 

gantry equipped with a motor-operated hoist and a rake unit. The trash is 

dumped into trash cars which travel along the top of the trash rack structure. 

17 



PART V: NON-FEDERAL GUIDANCE 

29. Comprehensive discussions of a wide variety of factors related to 

-hydroelec-tric darns and power generat-ion are Iound in the hydroelectric hand

book by Creager and Justin (1950). Included are several items related to 

floating debris control. Examples of trash racks, mechan:lcnl rakes, and 

debris booms with some details are provided. Hand raking of trash racks at 

low-head dams is mentioned; the use of compressed air bubbler systems to 

greatly minimize the cleaning of trash racks is also mentioned. 

30. The handbook says that it is usually necessary to provide a 

deflecting device in the dam forebay, an enlarged body of water just upstreBm 

of the intakes. This often consists of a boom, preferably at an anglP of 30 

to 45 degrees to the direction of flow, to divert ice and trash from the 

intake to the spillway or to a sluiceway at one end of the intake. A typical 

system is shown in Figures 7 and 8, which are photographs of the Appalachian 

Power Company facility at the Winfield· Lock and Dam on the Kanawha River. The 

cross section of the boom is shown in Figure 9. The use of cables for 

structures, intermediate anchors lines, and anchor connections that are free 

to rise and fall with fluctuations in the water surface is discussed. 

31. Also provided is a method for calculating the load in a boom struc

ture.' The tension in the boom depends on the distanc~ the boom projects below 

water ~urface, the velocity of' the water, and the sag in the boom. For prac

tical purposes, the tension in a boom can be obtained by assuming the boom to 

be an arc of a circle and the pressures radial. Let 

R = radius of curvature of the boom, ft 

a = angle of the chord of the arc to tl1a direction of flow 

d = depth of the boom below water surface, ft 

v = velocity of water, fps 

g = acceleration of gravity = 32.2 

w = weight of 1 cu ft of water, lb = 62.5 

T = total tension in the boom, lb 

18 



Ii'igu re 7. Debris on bcmm and debris, 
Appalachian Power Company Station at Winfield 
Lock Dam, Kanawha , West Virgin:ia. 

Then, 

(sin a) • 1.94 Rdv2 (sin a) 

Ample allowances should he made for in de effect of wfnd and the 

friction of flowing water on an accumulation of ice and debris against the 

arid also the impact of this accumulation. 

Thorn ( 1966) the use of a mechanical weed screen to 

remove debris at the in to a land nage pumptng stat.ion in r:ngland. 

The is automatic, and high-pressure water jets flush the debris into a 

trough leading to a collection tank. A conventional screen (trashrack) 

provided in case the automatic screen malfunct1.ons. 
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Figure 8. Debr 
at W1nfield tock 

sltdce flap on 
and Dam. l.a.rge 
refrigerator. 

roller drum gat~ 
<:1hject is a 

Figure 9. Cross section of the boom shown in 
Figure 7. 
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Boom 

Conduit 

Intake 

Log way 

Sluice 

Trash tender 

Trash rack 

'l'rash struts 

GLOSSARY 

A chain of logs, drums, or pontoons secur~d end-to-end and 
floating on _the _aur1..ace -0£ _a -t"esenzoir so -as to divert: floating 
debris, trash, and logs (also called a leg boom). 

Outlet works through an embankment clam (also called a tunnel). 

Any structure in a reservoir. or daru or river through wMch 
water can be drawn into an aqueduct. 

A chute or channel down which logs can be passed from the reser
voir to the river downstreAm (also called a log chute). 

Outlet works through a gravity dam. 

A devirc attached or set up in front of a sluice intake to 
prevent debris damage to gates and turbines. 

A screen comprised of metal or reinforced concrete bars located 
in the waterway at an intake so as to prevent the ingress of 
floating or submerged debris. The term "screen" is used in the 
U.K. Hence the expressiorrf:: "fine screen" and "fish screen." 

A streamlined bar or beam designed to resist pressure in th£ 
direction of its length and used as a debris control device. 
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APPENDIX A 

("Booms," in The Watl!r Transportation of Pulpwood; III. Structures, by 
R. J. Kennedy and S, S, Lazier, 1965, reproduced with the permission of 

the publisher, Pulp and Paper Research Institute of Canada, Montreal.) 
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THE WATER TRANSPORTATION OF PULPWOOD III. Structures 

by 

R. J. Kennedy and S. S. Lazier 

Chapter II. BOCMS 

In the water transportation or pulpwood several different types or 

boan are used to perform three distinct functions. These functions and the 
types of boan used to fulfill them are described together with the results of 
laboratory tests or the various designs. 

{a) Functions 

{i) Holding boans. 

Holding boans are employed to stop the floating logs at or near the 

mill and to hold the mass of logs against the forces exerted by water and wind. 

A holding boan must have good stopping characteristics to prevent the escape of 

the, first logs and be sufficiently strong to withstand the thrust of the maxi

mum accumulation or wood under the most adverse circumstances or flood and wind. 

(ii) Towing boaas. 

Towing boO!llS are used to surround and control quantities or loose 
logs which are being towed over areas of slack water. They must be able to re
tain logs against wave action and have sufficient strength to withstand the 
forces involved. 

(iii) Glance booms. 

Glance or guide booms in a river are used to guide floating logs away 
fran eddies, back channels and obstructions toward the cleared channel. They 

must be capable or changing the direction or motion of the floating logs without 

stopping them or allowing any to escape. Glance booms do not ordinarily have to 

withstand the thrust or a large mass of pulpwood nor the forces or wind or waves 

to which holding boans may be subjected. 
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boom 

ha.ve been 

are 

are reported. 

At 
sistance a boom stick to absorption is one of 

) ~es of Hold~ng Bo?;!! 

(i) Round 

native soft wood logs 10 inches and up in diameter, fastened together 
with chain 7 a.re used for light holding jobs thl•oughout eastern Canada. A 
application for such a boom would be the holding of pulpwood dumped into a small 
bay until it could be towe.d away. 

Fig. 6 snows pulpwood.pushed under a. round boom which was in temporary 
use as a holding boom. on a small river • 

.Fig. 6. Hound Boom of Spruce Logs 
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On rivers flowing into Georgian Bay and elsewhere, particularly in the 
west, larger round sticks of 24 to 40 inches in diameter Sitka spruce are used. 
?hese-have-1.mtrsu~ -good -bu:oyan:cy -chara;c-t-eristics, partly ~because of t:neir 
greater diameter, but also because of' the properties of the wood. or course the 
larger sticks are suitable :for much heavier aerv:tce than are the am.all sticks. 
Two strings of Sitka spruce round boom sticks are reasonably' effective against 
waves and a.re sometimes used for heavy towing or holding as shown in Fig. 7. 

Fig. 7. Holdi.ng Boom Composed of Two Strings of Sitka. Spruce 

Large boom sticks which have a long service life are subject to rnuch 
wear by the chain fastenings. Various kinds of wearing blocks, of i\lhich the 
hardwood type shown in Fig. is most common, are used to protect the end of 
the stick. 
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Fig. 8. Hardwood Wearing Blocks on Sitka Boom Sticks 

(ii) Flat or walking boom. 

In a holding ground where the boom is the moat convenient working 
platform and means of' access, flat booms of the type shown in Figs. 9 and 10 
are oi'ten employed. 

These booms usually consist or two to five square timbers bolted to
gether and fastened at the ends with chain a.s seen in. the figures. The timbers 
are usually or 14 inchee square Douglas Fir. Many companies make a practice of 

the square timber::1 with creosote before assembly. Although this 
creases the weight of the timber initially, it decreases the absorption rate 
and. apparently prolongs the working life of the stick. 

Flat booms are not particularly good for stoppin~ wood and have a 
tendency to lift or to roll on edge it" subjected to a heavy thrust b7 the pulp
wood. Outriggers are sometimes used to keep these booms flat under load. 

Jlig. 10 shows pulpwood which has been pushed under a flat boom by 

a heavy thrust. 
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Fig. 9. Flat Holding Debris, Logs and Ice 

Fig. 10. Pulpwood Pushed Under a Flat Boom 
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(iii) Deep booms. 

These are built to stop wood in faster \tf&ter or to withstand very heavy 

loads. The core boom. or Bathurst boom. shown in Fip;. 11 is reasonably effective 

in stopping logs in f"ast water or waves and- can he made moderately st-rong. 

Fig. 12 shows an extremely strong and heavy deep timber boan. Pro

vision is made for the insertion of fence posts along the upstream face, if these 

should be needed to stop the wood. 

A number or heavy duty connectors to join deep boom. sticks have been 

developed. Fig. 13 shows three examples and several others are in use. None 

seem to have gained popularity outside the area for which it was developed. 

(iv) Fence boom.a. 

Fence booms are flat boans or deep booms which have been provided with 

an underwater :f'ence to help stop the wood as it arrives. Where wave action may 

occur, the fence is occasionally extended above the top surface of the stick to 

prevent logs being forced over the top. 

An example of a wooden fence boom is shown in Fig. 12 and of a steel 
pontoon fence boom in Fig. 14. Because of the leverage which can be exerted by 

the pulpwood against the fence, the boom sticks are often equipped with outriggers 

to prevent rolling. 

(v) Net or cable booms. 

These have been used in Russia for years but have been slow to gain 

adoption in North America. They combine excellent wood stopping ability with 

positive strength ~haracteristics and cormnendable econO?l\Y. The chief difficulty 

seems to be the lack of experience in the design and use of such booms. Two, 

which have been installed at the suggestion of the writers, and ·designed by the 

Oxford Paper Co. and Mr. J. Zorzi, P.E.Q. respectively, are shown in Figs. 15 and 

16. The lighter boom was installed particularly because of its stopping ability; 

the heavier boom because both stopping ability and ~reat strength were required. 

The writers believe that heavy cable booms can be used to reduce the 

number of piers required or even to eliminate the piers entirely. This is es

pecially important in deep water, where piers are costly. _If a three cable net 

boom is regarded as a suspension bridpe on its side there seems to be no reason 

why it can not be designed to resist substantial thrust loads even on a span of 
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Fig. 11. Core or Bathurst Boom Under Construction 

Fig. 12. Very Strong Deep Boom 

(rJote the retainers for fence posts a.long the face.) 
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13. Conm~ctors 
Deep Booms 

(b) 



. ll+. Pontoon Pence Boom. in Winter 

(Posts ar•: oefore wood • ) 
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HANGERS, SPIKED IN PLACE 

>r</> CABLE >- CABLE 
CLAMPS 

Fig. 15. Light Duty Net Boan 

If CABLES 

3'-o" 

1811 

FIXED 
SLEEVES 

NCYI'E: All sleeves 1-1/211 long, cut fran 2" p pipe. Fixed sleeves pressed on in the 
field. Hanger chain field-welded to loose sleeves. 

Fig. 16. Heavy ::>uty Uet Boon 
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1000 feet or more. All that is required to transform the bridge into a boom is 

a continuous line of floats to keep the cables at the surface of the water and 
help stop the logs, plus cross ties at say 2 feet intervals to maintain the 

-spacing. 

If' such a boom must be opened to pass wood downstream, two small barges 
and some winch gear would be needed as part of the system. HO\llever, neither the 
boom itself, nor the operating gear appears to be difficult to design, and in 

deep water the cost would likely be less than that of' piers plus a heavy duty deep 
boom. 

{c) 'types ot Towing Boom 

(1) Round boom 

A double string of' small round boom sticks is often used for light towing 
jobs, while a double string of' big Sitka spruce boom sticks is satisfactory even for 
work on Lake Superior. 

(i1) Deep boom 

In eastern Canada, core boom is used extens1ve}T and a double string of 
heavy core boom sticks has been effective even where there is considerable wave 
action. La.boratoq tests (below, section {e)] shaw that in calm water the wood 
retention would be improved· it longer stringers were used. When severe wave action 
is encountered, laboratDrT tests reported b7 Kenned)"lO) showed that a core boom 
with stringers extending nearly to the end ot the core (Fig. 37 ~d Table 2, Type 
d-3) permitted losses only one quarter as large as those which occurred with the 
conventional core boom (Fig. 22, Designs #9 and 10, and Table 2, Type c-2). 

Still heavier designs or deep bean are used at times but (as previously 
shownlO) better results would probably be obtained with a strong lightweight boom 
(see Table 2, Type c-4). 

(d) Types of Glance Boan 

There are three main types of Glance or Guide booms used to divert the 
floating logs across the current and into the desired channel. 
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(i) Flat boan 

This bocm. 1 which may be from two to four timbers wide, works very 
well where the angle of di version and the current velocity are not too great. 
Fig. 17 show-a such a. boom which is held in posit:\,on b;y the thrust of the 
current against its pole fins projecting on the downstream side. Since it is 
tied to only one bank, a boan without fins wol.ll.d be thrust by the current into 
the shore. 

Fig. 17. A Glance Boan Maintained in Position by Pole Fins 

(ii) Flat boom. with vertical lip 

The capability of the boom to direct logs is increased when a. verti
cal plank or an additional piece of timber is added to the bottom ot the UP

stream face or the glance boom &8 shown lower left in Fig. lJc. 
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(iii) Flat boan with horizontal lip 

A better performance is also obtained it a horizontal lip is added at 
the bottan of the upstream race as shown in Fig. 32. The effect of this hori
zontal obstruction is to reduce the undertow which results !ran the stream 
current_ plunging -1mder _the --hoan -and -thue to -l'eduoe the number er 1-ow-fl-oa.ting 
logs lost under the boan. 

In difficult situations the performance has also been improved by a 
smooth metal sheathing on the upstream face. The performance or glance boans 
of various shapes is investigated in the succeeding sections. 

(e) Laboratou Tests and Results 

The proper evaluation o.f' alternative designs ot boan tor a particular 
employment requires a knowledge or the following items. 

1. The strength of the boom stick in bending and in tension and the 
strength ot the connections between sticks. 

2. The durability or the boan stick - that is, its resistance to 
abrasion, rot and loss .of bu07&Z'lcy. 

3. The wood-stopping ability or the boaa stick. 

The first two items fall within the realm of ordinar:r engineering and experience. 
The third item, the rating or wood-stopping ability, is more difficult to evalu
ate and .f'or this ·i-eason a series or hydraulicJ.&burator:r tests or scale models 
of repre~entative boan desi~s was undertaken. 

All tests were carried <>'lt using models of 8 inch diameter by 4 foot 
length pulpwood sticks and various boana(all at a scale of 1:20) in a J foot 
deep by 4 foot wide laborator.r channel. The velocities in the channel were 
varied up to 1.2 fps which is the equivalent of a velocity of 5.35 fps in the 
field. 

Because eddies, waves, winds and the specific gravity o.f' the floating 
wood, as well as that of the boan sticks, influence results in the field, it is 
not intended that the laboratory results, measuring effects of current only, 
should be used to predict quantitatively the number or sticks which would escape 

· under certain conditions in the f'ield. However, since each model boan was tested 
under exactly the same conditions as the others in the laborator.r, it is believed 
that the boans which performed best in the laborator.r would also perform best in 
the field. 
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(1) Tests of wood stopping perf'ormance ot holding boans 

Fo:r eaeh test ll.00 pounds, a.ppro.rl.mately-1375 model logs, were intro
duced gradually into a long straight stretch of the channel at a distance ot 
18 feet upstream. trom the test boau, a typical example of which ma.y be seen in 
Fig. 18. Logs- which ${Jcaped pa.s-t the- beem were- caught by a- screen which-covered 
the entire cross section of' the channel a few f'eet downstream. 

Fig. 1$. Test of a Holding Boom in the Laboratory 

After a few minutes, when the jam had stabilized, those logs which had 
escaped were recovered, weighed, and the per cent of logs esca.ping wa.~ recorded. 

In order to maintain the same specific gravity for each test, the 
varnished hardwood logs were ta.ken out of service and dried after no more than 
5 test runs, a maximum of 50 minutes in the water. The specific gravity of 
samples of the mod.el logs was cheeked at intervals and stayed very close to 0.76. 

The model boom sticks used in the tests were 1:20 scale with various 
cross sections (see sketches beginning with Fig. 20) but regularly 6.3 inches long. 
This model length corresponds to a. length of 10. 5 feet in the prototype, whereas 
the actual field lengths are usually 25 feet to 35 feet and occasionally longer. 
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The use ot these relatively' short sticks permitted a realistic boom alignment in 
the 4 feet wide channel where the control of water velocity was easy, a.nd tests 
could be carried out with as few as 1.375 logs a.ta time. The short boan sticks 
did intensify the loss of wood at the junction between adjacent boan sticks as 
contrasted with losses over or under the boom. 

-Sh~ -the --pur'Pose -ct -the test3 -was -tu -evaluate the effectiveness in 
stopping wood or one boom design relative to another, it is felt that the tech
nique adopted was adequate. 

Fig. 19 shows the end o! a test or a flat boom in a current velocity 
slightly greater than that which it cotlld withstand satisfactorily. Most or the 
logs have been retained but a. numb(;.lr are on top or the. boom or are caught in the 
eddy at its downstream edge. others have escaped and are resting on the screen 
which is not visible in the photograph. 

,1,... 
f 

J 

' 

Fig. 19. Test of the Stopping Power or a Flat Boan 

In the pages that follow, perspective sketches of the different boom 
sticks are shown to the right of scale cross sections of the boom sticks tested. 
A plot of the percentage of logs lost vs surface velocity in the centre ot the 
channel appears either below each r.roup of boan sticks or on the following figure. 
The percentage of logs lost at a ps.rticular.:velocity is an indication or the 
holding ability of eaeh boom relative to the others. 
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CUBE NET 

NO. X" y' z 
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Fig. 25. Trial Designs ot Net Boans 
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BOOM TYPE NO. I 8 
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Fig. 27. Dimensions ot Model Net !3oans Nos. 13, 19 and 20 
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Fig. 28 shows the performance of three of the latest designs (Fig. 27) 

of net booms together with curves for a typical core boom and a fence boan. 

It can be seen from the sketches in Fig. 27 that the bottomsof net 

numbers 18 and 20 extend to only 1-3/4 inches below the top of the floaters (corre

~ponding to a depth _or abont 3 feet -in the .t"i-eld) while that of number 19 extends 
to 2-3/8 inches (about 4 feet in the field). This proved to be important since at 

the higher velocities this jam was deeper than the shallower nets of rrumber 18 and 

20, and wood was lost under the bottom or the net. Net boom number 19 had the 

greatest stopping ability of any holding boom tested. Other deep booms, such as 

the Bathurst type number 9 and fence boom number 12, were definitely less efficient 

at the high velocities. 

As stated at the beginning of this section, these tests evaluate the 

wood-stopping ability of the different designs ot boom only against current. The 

performance of model booms in waves was reported in the preceding report in this 
10) series and is summarized below in Table 2 in the section on "Towing Boans". 

Similar model tests were not carried out to show the effect of wind, but wind 
. 8) 

forces acting on towed rafts in the field were reported fran an earlier study • 

The other important characteristics of booms, such as strength and durability, 

must be assessed by the 1,lSual engineering methods. 

(ii) The wood stopping capacity of a pulpwood jam. 

It is lmown that in the field when a.substantial jam has formed, ad

ditional sticks are stopped by the jam itself, the boom being called upon only for 

its strength. 

This phenomenon was duplicated in the laboratory when baskets of logs 

were fed down to deep boom No. 7 at a velocity or 0.96 fps. Fig. 29.shows how the 
percentage loss for successive batches of logs decreased until, after about 9600 

logs had been floated into the holding ground in the 4 feet wide channel, no more 
were lost. 

This test confirmed the opinion that the capacity of a holding boom to 

stop floating logs is vitally important while the jam is being formed, but is or 
lesser importance there&fter. 
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Fig. 29. The Wood Stopping Capacit7 of a Pulpwood Jam 

(iii) Towing boans 

The characteristics required by a good towing boan are similar to those 
required b7 a holding boom except that there is usually an increased possibilit7 
or wave action and the jam does not becane set to the same extent. No tests or 
towing boans as such were carried out, but the results or tests or the holding 
power or boans in waves, which were reported earlier10>, ar• discussed in section 

. {r) or this chapter and sane conclusions regarding towing boans are drawn. 

(iv) Glance or guide boans 

Glance or guide boan8, used to guide .floating pulpwood away .f'ran ob
stacles and towards desired channels or areas, rarely encounter severe conditions 
of wind or waves. The two most important variables involve<; in their design are 
the angl~ which the boans :nakes with the current and the vel?cit7 or the current. 

A number of different glance boans were tested in the same channel in 
which the holding boan tests had been carried out. The essential parts or the 
testing device are shown in Figs. 30 and Jl. The logs were introduced upstream 
or the glance boan in such a position that most of them struck the boan. The per-

centage or logs which escaped was canputed rran the ratio or the number or logs 
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PLAN VIEW 
Fig. JO. Apparatus for Test of a Glance Boom 

Fig. Jl. Test of a Glance Boom 
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that passed under the boan to the number which actua]JJ' reached the glance boan. 

This ratio was measured for various current velocities and for differing values 

of' the angle, 9. Again, all tests were canparative and no attempt was made to 

scale up the results of the model tests tor field application. 

The ability of a glance boan to turn logs is affected by the undertow 

or the current and by tha e-oefficient- ot .f'riction between- the- logs- and- the- beau

face. It was known from field experience that a horizontal lip projecting up

stream at the botta:n surface of the boan stick would reduce the undertow and that 

metal sheathing along the race would reduce the coefficient of friction between 

the logs and the race. 

Since dur!'ace tension, which is negligible in the field, tends to 

create the same effect as an increase in the coefficient of friction in the model, 

it was decided to sheath the face of' each model boan stick with metal. At low 

velocities it was also nec.essary to use model pulpwood logs previous]J" imnersed 

in soap solution in order to reduce the effects or surface tension. 

Each boan stick was painted to reduce its absorption and then weighted 

until its specific gravit7 was 0.75. 

Boan sticks numbered 21, 22 and 23 were tested at a velocity of 1.1 fps 

and at various angles with the results shown in Fig. 32. Hamber 22, with the medium. 

width lip, gave the best performance. Similar series or tests were carried out at 

velocities or 0.79 tps and o.67 tps. 

Fig. 33 shows clear]J" that at the lower velocit7 or 0.79 fps boa:ns 21 
-and 22 were capable of guiding logs at a greater angle to the current than at the 

. higher veloci.ty. With still lower velocities satisfactory performance could be 

obtained with even larger values ot 9. 

Since: the ranking or the different boan sticks with respect to logs lost 

remained constant at different velocities, it was concluded that teats carried out 

at anywhere in this velocity range would be satisfactory for canpariaon or the per

formance or different designs. 

The data tran the initial series or tests (Fig. J2) indicated that at a 

given velocity (1.1 f'ps in this case) a plain boan star.ted to lose Jl!&17 logs when 

the angle Q exceeded about 22 degrees, while a boan with a small lip at the bot tan 

would perform reasonably well when set at angles up to 27 degrees. 
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In order to obtain some indication o~ the limiting conditions for the 

operation of a glance boan, several hundred test runs were made, using differ

ent boom sticks under various conditions. The effect or widening the lip and 

placing it deeper in the water was investigated in detail. 

The maximum angle, Q, at which the logs could be made to flow down 

beside any laboratory boom. was 59 degrees. This is probably far beyond the limit 

-.Of-.sa.ti-st'actory-operation -in -the -flelii. 

Fig. 34 shows the effect of variations of the width of the lip and the 

depth or the lip on performance at an angle or 56 degrees and velocity or 0.92 fps 

(equivalent to 4.1 fps in the field). It is apparent from both graphs that in

creasing the width or the lip produces little improvement while increasing the depth 

of the lip is quite ettective. While the depths shown in Fig. 34 are measured be

lcr.t the bottom of the boom. stick for convenience it is or course the depth below 
I 

the surface or the water that is pertinent to the performance. 

In assessing the significance of these tests it should be remembered that, 

to be satisfactory, a field installation should have almost zero loss when handling 

logs which V&ry' over a considerable range in size, specific gravity and roughness. 

It all variables in the field were exactly scaled up from the laboratory, then in 

theory the perf ormanee in the field should be considerably better because of the 

higher ratio of buoyant force to viscous drag. When evaluating the model results, 

then, it is necessary to recognize that field conditions are far from uniform, that 

wind waves and current eddies must be added to the variables considered in the 

laboratol'Y', and that sanething approaching a perfect performance is required. 

Two facts have been established beyond question. 

1. The horizontal lip is a very substan~ial improvement. 

2. The upstream face of the boom should be-as smooth and continuous 
as possible. 

The first of these facts is substantiated by Figs. 32, 33 and 34; the 

second, by numerous observations in the laboratory. When logs slow up on the 

boan because or friction with the face or an uneven joint between boan sticks, 

other logs push against them and the undertow often rolls sane of them under. Once 

started down in the grip ot the current, they are likely to contimre underneath 

the boom. and escape. The only solution seems to be a smooth continuous boan face 

which guides the logs past without slowing them down. 
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When a lip us used at depth, a substantial ov~rturning mcment is 
applied to the boornstick. This may be overcome by means of an outrigger a.s 
shown in Fig. 35. For best performance it is important to keep the front face 
of the boom sticks vertical. 

Fi~. 3 5. · Glance Boom Stick with Lip and Outrigger 

(£) Smmnm and Recoomendations 

( i) Holding boans 

The current velocities at which each of the model boans stopped all 
except 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively, of the first wood arriving in the tests 
were read appropriately from Figs. 20 to 2a and were converted to estimated 
equivalent field velocity by multiplying by the velocity scale factor, 4.46. 
These results are shown in Table 1, with the various model booms listed in de
scending order of wood stopping ability. The type, overall nominal width, depth, 
a.nd Where appropriate, height above the top of the main floating member are shown 
tor comparison. 
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Table I Velocities at which the Model Boan.a Stopped 90 to 99% or the Wood 

Approx. Overall Field Loss or Logs: 
Boan Dimensions - in. 1% 5% 10% Service 

No. Tn>e Width* Den th* Heiaht* Field Velocity - tos Ratin2 
19 Net 30 48 0 4.2 4.9 4.9 S-1 
20 Net 30 35 a 4.0 4.6 4.9 S-2 
18 Net 30 35 0 .3 .3 4.1 4.5 
16 Net 19 5J 0 3.4 .3 .8 4.0 
15b Net 12 46 0 3.4 3.a 4.0 
17 Net 35 48 0 3.2 3.9 4.1 
7 Deep 22 36 0 3.2 3.6 3.s S-3 

15a Net 12 46 0 .3 .o 3.4 3.7 
8 Deep .34 29 0 2.9 3.3 3.6 H-1 

12 Fence 40 33 0 2.9 3.3 3.7 H-2 
10 Deep 29 29 a 2.9 3.3 3.5 H-3 
15 Net 10 41 0 2.9 3 .3 3.5 

9 Deep 29 29 8 2.9 3 .1 3.3 H-4 
ll Deep 26 19 - 2.a .3 .1 .3 .3 H-5 
3 Round 29 29 - 2.7 3.2 3.5 H-6 

lJ Fence 34 33 0 2.7 .3 .2 3.5 H-7 
14 Fence 40 33 0 2.6 3.1 3.4 H-8 

6 Flat 34 12 0 2.6 3.0 3 • .3 H-9 
2 Round 19 19 0 2.6 3.1 3.3 H-10 
5 Flat 23 12 0 2.3 2.6 2.9 L-1 
4 Flat. 12 12 0 2.1 2.6 2.7 L-2 
1 Round 8 . 8 0 1.8 2.2 2.2 L-3 

The model test data provide a fairly reliable comparison of the initial 
stopping ability of the different designs o! boan. However, as a field. jam 
lengthens it becomes capable itself or stopping logs and the boan is then re-
quired to resist increasing thrust. If the boan is too shallOW' or too light for 
tne duty, it may be pushed under or ride up over the jam, thus permitting wood to 
escape. In Table 1 (column headed "Service Rating") the writers have assigned 
sane of the different boan designs that were tested to three classes of service 
conditions: (S) Severe, where the velocity of the current is between 3 and 4.5 fps, 

. (H) Heavy, where it is between 1.5 and 3 tps, and (L) Light, where it is less than 
1.5 fps. Thus boans 19, 20 and 7 are listed for severe duty, boans 8, 12, 10, 9, 
11, 3, lJ, 14, 6 and 2 are assigned to heavy duty, and boans 5, 4 and 1 are re
served for light duty only-. 

* Overall dimensions include all members such as stringers and net cables. Depth 
is vertical distance belmr, and height, above top of main floating member. 
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Boans are used under so many different conditions that many designs 

are justified. For light dut7 the traditional. wooden boanstick, either round or 

square is like]Jr to be the most econanical. Where large forces and deep jams are 

expected the writers feel that the assured strength of steel cable is desirable. 

If the cable is used in the form of a three strand "net" the restraining force is 

applied at about the correct elevation tor a deep jam. 

Model boan number 19 which had a total depth equivalent to 4 feet, at 

-freld-scale, showea exceJJ.erit wood stopping characteristics in cal.na water but 

tests of a sanewhat similar boan in waves (model d-.310'> resulted in large losses 

over the top. Under field conditions, even without large waves, it is quite possi

ble that appreciable losses over a low noating boan would occur. It was with this 

in mind that model boan number 20 with the raised top cable was tested. While 

number 20 did prevent logs fran getting over the top it was apparent that the upper 

cable was not resisting its share of the load and logs were lost at the bottom. The 
latter fault could be overcane by proper design but the first could not. 

The best solution of all appears to be a net which extends 4 reet below 
the water surface, supported by neats which extend several inches above the surface. 

It is recamnended that for severe duty net boans be supported by floats which pro

Yide a nearly continuous vertical face at least 16 inches lli.gh. The specific 

gravity should be low en0ugh that this face will project at least 4 or 5 inches 

above the water surface. If possible the floats should be individually removable 

so that replacements can be made conveniently. 

Fl.oats of thin-walled metal tubing are a possibility, but these do not 

provide the desired vertical face for initial stopping of pulpwood in fast water 

and are sanewhat. susceptible to puncture. One alternative is a sturdy wooden box 

filled with styro.t"oam or equivalent for continued 'buoyancy. An idea of the possi

ble appearance of such a device is given in Fig • .36. 

(ii) Towing boans 

Wave action is a factor in most towing boans as well as yith some holding_ 

boans. The holding performance of sane model boans in waves was described in the 
second reportlO) in this series and a summary of the results is presented in Table 

2. Obviously sane of these boans, such as the double string of large Sitka spruce 

round boans (a-.3 in Table 2) are easy to handle in towing operations and are quite 
effective in waves. 
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Table 2. Performance ot Model Beans in Waves 
10) SUllllll&rT ot results presented in Water Transportation II showing canparable per-

formance in % loss ot logs alter 20 minutes in model waves corresponding to field 
waves 46 inches high and with period ot 4.4 seconds. 

Model Approx. Over&ll Field Similar Model 
Dimensions - in. Boan Specific Gravit7 % Wood Lost in Table l. 

No. T'V'oe Width* Denth* Heiirht* Main noatin2 Member After 20 min. No. 

d-J Net JO 45 0 0.41 0 -
d-7 Net JO 45 0 0,75 0 19 

-C"'4 _ -Core - -28 -21 7-1/2- -b:N 1. -
c-J Core 28 21 7-1/2 0,75 J -
a-J Round 56 28 0 0,75 5 -
c-l Deep J4 29 0 0.75 6 s 
d-2 Fence 40 JJ 0 0,75 ' 7 l2 
c-2 Core 28 21 7-1/2 0,75 " lJ 9 
d-1 Fence J4 JJ 0 0,75 21 13 
a-2 Round 28 28 0 0.64 22 -
d-6 Net JO 45 10 0.75 42 -
a-1 Round 28 28 0 0.75 4J 3 
d-5 Net JO 45 5 0,75 73 -
b-2 Flat 34 l2 0 0,63 SJ -
b-l nat J4 l2 0 0,75 100 6 
d-4 Net JO 45 0 0.75 100 -

The core boa:a with extended stringers (Fig. 37 and c-3 in Table 2) is 

considerably better in waves than standard core boan (Fig. 22, number 9 and 10, 

and c-2 in Table 2). Since there is always the possibility of sane wave action 

it would appear to be sound practice to use the longer stringers for all purposes. 

Sane canpa.nies build core bocms with only the side stringers extended 

and thus manage to locate the chain hole a reasonable distance fran the end. In 

the laboratory a number of sticks were built with chain holes diagonally through 

'the core and a suitable distance fran the end. Many" different connections may

be designed but there is a clear advantage in extending the stringers as close 

to the end of the stick as possible. 

(iii) Glance bocms 

Interpretation ot laboratory test data is a matter of judgement and ex

perience. Fig. 38 represents the authors' suggested glance bocm design gecmetry 

* Overall Dimensions include all members such as stringers and net cables. 
Depth is vertical distance belOW' top or main floating member. 
Height is vertical distance above top of main floating member. 
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for a range of velocities and angles of' deflection. At the higher velocities 
(exceeding 2 fps) and at angles greater than 30 degrees, outriggers would be re
quired, particularly on the deep boan. 

Each line on this graph represents the likely maximum capacity of that 
type of boan. For given deflection angles and stream velocities, it will provide 
a usef'ul indication of the type of boan which may be required. For example, a 
glance boan ma;r be required to divert wood into a holding ground. The maximum 
angle between the boaa and the direction of the current will be about JO degrees 
and while the surface velocity is normally about 2 fps it may occasionally exceed 
3 fps. Reference to Fig. 38 indicates that at a water velocity of 2 fps the B
type boan with lip should be adequate. When the velocity exceeds 3 fps the B
type boan may be approaching the limit of its capacity and sane loss or low 
noating wood is to be expected. 

If the high veloc:f.t.y periods are likely to be of short duration and if 
the escaping wood can be picked up in other operations downstream, then the ~type 
boan should suffice. If' it is important to divert all wood into the holding ground, 
a deeper C-type boan is required. Outriggers should be used for stability, which
ever boan is chosen. 

Since the force, ·F, is generated usually by wind or current acting on 
the floating body, at the water surface, and the holding force, H, is generated 
by t}\e anchor at the bottan, these two equal and opposing forces are not collinear 

(Fig. 39). 

LINE 

HOLDING 

Fig. J9. Essentials of an Anchor System 
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'!be anchor is joined to the floating body by a line which, for best 
results, should lie very close to the horizontal at its connection to the anchor. 

That is, the ~le or scope, which is designated alpha (et) in Fig. 39, should be 
close to zero if the anchor is to develop its maximum holding pOliler. 

T, the tension in the anchor line at any point, has two coi:tponents, the 

vertical, V = F tan 13, and the horizontal, H = -F, as shO\iln in Fig. 39. Beta (13) 

is the angle between the horizontal and the tangent to the curve of the anchor 

line at any point. 

Since 13, at the junction of the anchor line with t.he raft, is large, the 

vertical canponent of tension, V, is large and can be provided only by the weight 

of the anchor line or by the anchor itself. As will be shO\iln later, in detail, it 

is advantageous to have a long and heavy anchor line or a long line with a heavy 

section next to the anchor in order to ma.ke the angle a, which is the limiting value 

or 13, ve?7' small and thus ensure the efficient performance or the anchor. 
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